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Mission

Keep a high level of civil aviation safety in the Pan

American Region by reducing gaps between States

through harmonized and coordinated actions by all

stakeholders aimed at keeping a low level of

aviation risks in the North American, Central

American, Caribbean, and South American regions.



Vision

Create a cooperative and collaborative environment

for producing aviation safety intelligence for

identifying hazards, as well as systemic weaknesses,

and evaluating safety risk in the region to guide high

level decision makers on the best way to invest

resources to constantly improve aviation safety, by

means of Aviation Safety Information Exchange and

using reactive, proactive and predictive data sources.



Values

 Integrity

 Respect

 Collaboration

 Clarity

 Learning

 Confidentiality

 Drive



Objectives

 To Reduce accidents (or fatal accidents) on

XX% by year 2016;

 To reduce RE on XX % by year 20XX;

 To reduce CFIT on XX % by year 20XX;

 To reduce LOC-I on XX% by year 20XX; e

 To reduce MAC precusors indicators on XX%

by year 20XX.



Decision Making

 Do we agree on the RASG-PA mission?

 Does RASG-P’s vision synthetize the broad

sense safety target we`re looking for?

 Are the values listed reflect this group’s history?

 Do we all agree with the safety targets and its

metrics?



Decision Making

Now it’s time to define and prioritize the

safety initiatives we’re going to work with

during the next 2 years.

A valuable final product is only possible with

your comments and ideas.



THANK YOU!


